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In this Issue:

THE EVOLUTION OF SAFETY 



Doug Junor, shares tips and advice on how to establish a culture

of innovation and leverage health and safety data to create

efficiencies across your organization.

Our new team and advisory board members are increasing our

bench strength and creating value for our clients.

Our Innovation Cohort Program with Apple will see us partner

with leading companies to solve their real-life operational and

health and safety challenges. Field Safe’s software combined

with Apple’s hardware will provide an incredible advantage for

all cohort participants as well as Apple, Field Safe, and our

shareholders. 

And we continue to be recognized for the value our products

create for clients. We are especially proud of our ranking by The

Financial Times as the 39th Fastest Growing Company in North

and South America.

March 2022 marked Field Safe’s 8th anniversary. Field Safe is proud

of the growth, performance, and corporate culture we have

established in just a few years. Our company and platform have both

evolved substantially.

In this issue we will talk about the key ingredients of that evolution.

We are firmly established as the market leader in health and safety

software. Our commitment to innovation and digital transformation

will help us maintain that position. 

CEO's Message

Thank you, and stay safe.
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Cam Barrett, CEO 
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By Cam Barrett

https://www.fieldsafesolutions.com/field-safe-and-ceo-cam-barrett-celebrate-8-years-of-business-in-fireside-qa/


EVOLVE

Take An Innovative Approach to Evolving Your

Safety Programs
By Doug Junor, Director of Innovation and Strategic Partnerships

Many executives have mandates to "digitally transform" their organizations. Most of us understand

that technology is a crucial component of digitization, but you need more. At Field Safe, we believe

that to really raise your digital transformation efforts, you must create a culture that fosters

innovation. Do that well, and you will not only have a more robust health and safety program but

one that creates value across your organization.

3 Pillars for Fostering a Culture of Innovation

Innovation and technology are not synonymous. Innovation

involves leveraging technology to do things never done

before. It's about challenging the status quo. Because that

means changing processes, it can be challenging to get

adoption, so you must put people at the forefront.

Therefore, Pillar #1 is understanding                 and their

business challenges and resolving them. Be sure to consider

the end-user from the beginning. If you do that effectively

and provide an easy-to-use solution, the chance of success

significantly increases.

 “How do you get old guys like me to adopt technology?" A

session attendee asked this question at the 2022 Alberta

Health and Safety Conference. My answer: "Grow your

confidence and improve competence by using tablets and

phones to play games (especially with your grandkids if you

have them). For the employer, make sure your solution is easy

for everyone to use.” – Doug Junor

Pillar #2 is             that personal data is being used only for its intended purpose, which in our case is to improve worker safety. It includes

confidence in leadership and trust that the company has established and follows data privacy rules. Workers must believe that they will

benefit by adopting the technology that gathers and shares their personal data (including health metric intel, location geomatics, etc.).

Communication is a huge component of establishing that trust. Field Safe's technology is programmed to report on trends in metrics. We do

this via a dashboard showing red, yellow, or green for worker health and safety. For example, Worker A suddenly experiences an increased

heart rate and drop in blood oxygen level beyond typical numbers. Their dashboard moves from green to red. A wellness check is pushed for

that worker to determine if they need assistance. Perhaps they are coming down with the flu, or maybe there is an issue with the HVAC.

Workers may also feel that "big brother is watching them," measuring coffee break length, for instance. Again, communication and re-

enforcement of the value of the technology and trust in leadership that they aren't micro-managing performance are essential.

Pillar #3 is                                   Because we know the business problems that need resolution and have the data to identify the most viable

solutions, we can confidently experiment to resolve them. Ideation and problem solving should be a team event, and leadership must treat all

ideas respectfully. Everyone must feel that it is ok to try new things and not be afraid to fail. Failure is an essential part of learning. But you

must fail smart, and you do this by listening to your data so you can make educated, data-driven decisions about what action to take.

experimentation.

IS YOUR SAFETY PROGRAM STUCK IN THE PAST?

trust 

people
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Digitizing Health and Safety as a Catalyst for Organizational Transformation

There is still some complacency in the market … an "if it ain't broke, don't fix it" mentality" until a significant event happens. 

 "Workers are fatigued from the paperwork and other activities

that take them away from their jobs. It is sometimes tempting

to skip a vital safety step and jump into your daily duties. The

good news is that companies are investing in easier-to-use

technologies, change management strategies, and techniques

like the IoB to combat that fatigue. And management is

realizing the transformative effect (especially cost savings) of

health and safety data on many other lines of business." 

- Jay Shanahan, Director of Operations

Health and Safety Data Can Drive Enterprise-wide Operational Efficiencies

management about how easy-to-use health

and safety programs can improve worker

safety and how that data can also play a

transformative role across the entire

organization.

By taking health and safety data and integrating it into your corporate systems, you raise the power of your field data to the

next level. The forms completed by your field staff can also be used to automate completion of other tasks like invoicing,

timesheets, job status, asset management, etc. Plus, health and safety data create value for other lines of business and helps

your C-Suite and Board of Directors meet corporate mandates like digital transformation, ESG commitments, improved worker

safety, and lower costs.

 

Data-driven decisions allow organizations to operate by priority, cost-effectively addressing the most pressing business needs by

deploying teams and scheduling tasks as need and business value dictates. For example, health and safety data also benefits: 

RISK MANAGERS who can predict and protect against emerging risks and conduct root cause analysis to understand and

mitigate future occurrences.

OPERATIONS to schedule asset maintenance based on priority and improve contractor and workforce planning.

ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL TEAMS by automating billing and invoicing from the timesheet data submitted.

FINANCE PROFESSIONALS by creating audit trails and providing intel that can lower insurance and workers' compensation

costs.
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Health and safety professionals can help break down that complacency by educating
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Innovations Transforming Worker Safety and Creating Operational Efficiency

Field Safe is in the early stages of exploring emerging technologies that will provide workers access to the solutions they need

during the course of their duties. By turning off access to non-essential programs, your workers can more easily find and utilize the

software they need at a particular job site or while performing a specific job. From a health and safety standpoint, we see this as

another avenue for improving their safety. Conversely, at the end of a shift, access to company-specific applications can be turned off

to protect your data and infrastructure and potentially save operational costs.

"At Field Safe, we understand that "the whole is greater than

the sum of the parts." Our approach to innovation means that

by forging strategic partnerships with like-minded companies

with complementary products and services, we will build better

solutions for our clients and create more value." - Doug Junor

The Internet of Behaviors (IoB) trend –

combining data with change management to

direct human behavior – is also transforming

health and safety. For example, geofencing

tells us where an individual is and what they

are doing. Contextually aware data enables

us to provide workers with the most relevant 

leverage IoB to proactively push a vehicle inspection report reminder ensuring  the worker 

doesn't forget it, helping improve their safety and journey management experience.

Another exciting innovation that is beginning to grow legs is augmented reality. Soon, the integration of wearables technology into our

health and safety solution will allow us to manipulate data to speed up the identification of an incident, respond to it, and even

prevent it from occurring in the first place. The result? Fewer incidents, safer workers, and lower costs.

We are also exploring how wearables can be used for

fall detection and "man down" protection. You will hear

more from us soon about this innovation. At its highest

level, the data that wearables capture in combination

with a digital health and safety solution can speed the

detection of an issue and create a coordinated response.

Our relationship with emergency service providers like STARS is having a huge impact on worker health and safety. These organizations

are saving lives through their ability to provide fast response in the event of an incident. And when connected to a digital health and

safety solution, their response speed is magnified.
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forms and documents specific to their location

and project. For example, suppose  they are

picking up a truck. In that case, we can 

Here's an example. A worker suffers a medical emergency. You need a defibrillator. Data can be accessed via an IoT sensor placed on

each defibrillator at site. Wearables technology feeds data via the health and safety solution to create an augmented reality map view

directing team members to the closest equipment and then surfaces instructions on its use. This shaves minutes off response times,

which can mean the difference between life and death.
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Safety Through the Lens of the End User – 3 Tips

Remember Pillar #1? At the end of the day, innovation is most influential when it is viewed from the perspective of the

end user. So, to truly be transformative, here are some tips:

 

1. Ensure you change your processes to best support your                        

2. Share your health and safety data across the organization.

 

3. Always consider the impact on the end-user. 

Failure to revise existing processes to match new capabilities is

often why new projects fail.

Take advantage of your data’s power to automate processes,

eliminate duplicative efforts, and provide intel that will improve

other lines of business.

Are the changes you are implementing going to affect their

experience positively? Or do you risk creating information overload,

app fatigue, or other negative consequences? By approaching

transformation efforts through the eyes of the end-user, you will

avoid potentially negative experiences and outcomes.

Robots don't need hardhats. The notion of a

robot needing a hardhat is a carryover from a

former (and in this case now irrelevant) process. 

What's Wrong with this Picture?

Digital transformation will be a competitive advantage when you find innovative ways to leverage technology to resolve business

challenges, like improving the safety of your at-risk workers.

And when you can do that in a way that also creates value and efficiencies across the organization you can confidently say you are

taking an innovative approach to worker health and safety. 
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investment in new technologies.
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Competitive Advantage

Apple Innovation Cohort

Field Safe and Apple's innovation cohort program will solve

significant operational and health and safety issues by combining

Field Safe software and Apple hardware (iPhone, iPad, and the

Apple watch). Apple products collect enormous data, including

biometric and geographic information, decibel levels, and

environmental data. Combining this data within the context of the

work performed and health and safety requirements will create

meaningful innovations for worker safety and greater operational

efficiency.

Apple Innovation Cohort 

The Innovation Cohort program focuses on the end-user. 

Feedback and findings that will impact our product

roadmap.

Increased solution adoption by field workers.

Access to Apple engineers, insights, and hardware

brings additional innovation.

Once the solution passes the PoC, it is

rolled out on the Field Safe production

platform across the client’s entire

organization. The solution is then shared

with other cohort participants interested

in the new functionality.

Field Safe Production Rollout

Here we bring together Apple and Field

Safe Engineers, and client field staff. Our

goal is creating and testing a fully

functional PoC version of the solution for

field testing in a real world scenario.

Apple Design Lab

Step One brings Field Safe, Apple, and 

 client’s staff together to discuss health

and safety challenges and determine

which one the program will address. This

step includes educating field staff about

the direct impact resolution will have to

improve their work experience and

building trust that addressing their needs

is a primary driver of the program.

Problem Identification

Now that we have determined the

challenge to resolve, we work collectively

to identify a number of unique,

innovative solutions. We select the

solution that will best resolve the

challenge through a formal process and

then move to Proof of Concept (PoC).

Ideation and Solutions
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Field Safe’s obsession to digitally transform our clients’ businesses is gaining the attention of the market and another reason for our

leadership position.

The project now includes services at other global locations. We have digitized quality controls, environmental monitoring,  and asset

preservation processes. Our client is winning additional projects and more business because of the  powerful,  proven digital safety

program they have built with Field Safe.

 Million Reasons Why

$65 Million in

Projected Savings

Our work for the operator of the largest worksite in Canadian history is a prime

example. The operator initially chose us to support its goal of "creating the safest

project on earth." However, in just two years of using Field Safe, our client has

seen a significant improvement in safety culture, and by their measure will save

$65 million over the 5-year project lifecycle. This is 5 to 6 times the cost of their

investment in Field Safe. 

Innovation and Digital Transformation
65 Million Reasons Why

Case Study:
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Field Safe Solutions has been recognized as the 39th Fastest

Growing Company in North and South America on The Financial

Times list of The Americas’ Fastest Growing Companies 2022.

This list is comprised of enterprises that contribute most heavily

to economic growth. Out of the millions of active companies in

North and South America, only 500 firms are featured on the list

which can be viewed on the Financial Times’ website.

Statista’s analysis of Field Safe’s astonishing 2277% growth rate

led us to our ranking #39 out of 500 after a careful comparison

of the millions of companies in North and South America. Field

Safe notably was among the Top 10 Technology companies on

the list, placing 7th. This was a particularly competitive industry

category as participants experienced exceptionally rapid growth.

Another auspicious result was placing as the 3rd highest ranked

Canadian company.

MarketsandMarkets™ is a quantified B2B research provider on 30,000 high-

growth niche opportunities whose client base represents 80% of global

Fortune 1000 companies. They have released a report on the Field Activity

Management market which includes software, workflows, and

communications solutions for managing workforces, physical assets, and

equipment. The report projects that this market will see a CAGR of 16.4% –

equating to growth from USD 1.0 billion to USD 2.2 billion – in the next four

years.

Field Safe Solutions Ranked 39th FastestField Safe Solutions Ranked 39th Fastest

Growing Company in North and SouthGrowing Company in North and South

America by the Financial Times.America by the Financial Times.

Patrick Mair is the Manager of Analytics

at Pembina Pipeline Corporation. Mr.

Mair has more than 20 years of

experience in data and analytics,

including building out the analytics

practices at Corbis Holdings (Seattle)

and Benevity (Calgary)

Patrick Mair

Advisory Board Member

Awards and Recognitions

Please join us in welcoming our new

Advisory Board member.

& new additons to our advisory board

Field Safe was named for our exceptional growth strategy, products, and strategic

partnerships and is well-positioned to benefit from the highest market growth rates. 

Field Safe Solutions Named Final Nominee in Global Energy

Awards Disruptive Digital Innovator Category

For the 2nd straight year, Field Safe was named a final nominee in the

‘Disruptive Digital Innovator‘ category in the Global Energy Show Awards. 
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A new report predicts demand of global field activity management

market size with grow to $3.99 Billion by 2030. Polaris Market Research

is a worldwide market research and consulting organization. The

company has expertise in giving deep-dive market insight along with

market intelligence and has named Field Safe as a player in this market

along with other leading organizations including Microsoft, Oracle, ESRI,

and Salesforce. 

 

https://www.ft.com/content/6ee8f978-a2e0-4644-b7c7-0718a334adb7
https://www.ft.com/content/6ee8f978-a2e0-4644-b7c7-0718a334adb7
https://www.marketsandmarkets.com/
https://www.fieldsafesolutions.com/leadership/patrick-mair/
https://www.globalenergyshow.com/special-features/global-energy-show-awards/
https://www.digitaljournal.com/pr/demand-of-global-field-activity-management-market-size-will-grow-to-3-99-billion-by-2030-polaris-market-research#ixzz7XPkozkyv
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707  7TH AVENUE SW, SUITE 1350
CALGARY, AB CANADA
T2P 3H6

Founded in 2014, Field Safe Solutions is a cloud-based software
as a service company. Our head office is in Calgary, Alberta. Our
easy-to-use digital safety application and its smarter workflows
methodology connect all workers, providing our clients with real-
time communication and data capture and the peace of mind that
their people are accounted for at any time, anywhere in the world. 

At Field Safe, we invest in our greatest asset, our people. We believe that

investing in our employees' physical and mental health is essential, not

only because it is a core value of our business, but because our people are

our greatest asset. Without our people and their day-to-day efforts, we

wouldn't be as successful as we are.

Field Safe prioritizes our employees' mental well-being so they can care

for themselves, their loved ones, their teammates, and our clients. "Mental

Health" half-days are attached to every long weekend.

All of our leaders own helping their teams manage challenges as part of

the "employee experience" mandates.

We have a "Fun Committee" team that organizes activities like

holiday parties, softball games, pie day's, stampede BBQ's, and

so much more.

And we also invest in our community. For example, we are proud

supporters of Kids Cancer Care of Alberta. Thanks to events like our Chili

Cookoff, and the Kindle Pursuit Race, we have raised over $5,585 for this

great organization.

As Cam Barrett says, "Our company's success is because of our people. An

investment in our team members is an investment in Field Safe."

Corporate Culture

Chili Cookoff, Axe throwing, Kindle Pursuit, and more....  


